Tom Bennett
Running the Room: Better
behaviour for school teachers
In this session, Tom Bennett, DfE behaviour advisor
and founder of researchED, discusses the habits and
strategies of the most successful classroom
practitioners.

Trainer
Tom Bennett has been the UK
government’s school ‘Behaviour Czar’,
advising on behaviour policy, as well
as chairing the Mental Health in
Schools panel; currently he leads the
DfE Behaviour Hubs project.

Content:
You will hear from Tom in a live session where he will
discuss:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social norms
Routines and how to set them
Building a better classroom culture
Interpersonal skills and behaviour
De-escalation techniques
Setting consequences that are fair and effective
Building better respiratory and tactile etiquette
Maintaining classroom norms from a distance
Managing behaviour when classes are there
before you

He is also the founder of researchED, a grass-roots
organisation that raises research literacy in education
and campaigns for better evidence awareness
worldwide. It now holds events in five continents and
thirteen countries, attracting thousands of followers
and generating discussion and change in schools
throughout the world. He is also the editor of
researchED magazine, with over 15,000 global
subscribers.
He has written five books about teacher training,
including his most recent best-selling success
‘Running the Room- a teacher’s guide to behaviour’.

Wednesday 28th April | 15.30 – 17.00

In 2015, he was long listed as one of the world’s top
teachers in the GEMS Global Teacher Prize. In the
same year he made the Huffington Post’s ‘Top Ten
Global Bloggers’ list. He is also the Director of Tom
Bennett Training, which supports some of the most
disadvantaged students and schools in England, by
helping them to raise standards. His online resources
have been viewed over 1,200,000 times, and he is a
Teacher-Fellow of Corpus Christi College, University
of Cambridge.

Cost

Book Here and search events for

This is then followed by a 30-minute live Q&A where
you can put your problems or queries directly to Tom.

Target Audience
Classroom Practitioners

Dates

SWTSA Members FREE
TSSW Members £25
Other Colleagues £35

Venue Online Zoom Meeting

SWTSA/21/0005

Further information
Contact Sophie Rae
sophie.rae@kingsbridgecollege.org.uk

